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LECTURE SERIES TO CONCLUDE SERIES MUSICAL COMEDY
ON COMMUNISM
PLANS REVEALED
TO END SUNDAY
BY DIRECTORS
. Perrotta Indicts Red
Doctrine As Serious
Growing Evil

"Soup and Fish" May
Make Tour; Rehearsals,
Auditions Start Soon

racking the theory and practise
ommunlsm on ten points. Rev.
C. Perrotta. O.P.. characterized
•ymbol as "the
hammer
that
ties but does not build and the
e which mows down but does
larvest" as he addressed an audithat taxed the capacity of HarHall last Sunday afternoon. It
the fourth in a series of five
res on "Current Social Problems"
Rev. Irving A. Georges, O.P.
nted free to the public under
auspices of the Thomistic Instli of Providence College. The conl.ng lecture will be given by Rev.
Irving A. Georges. O P on Sunday
I o'clock. Father Georges will dlss - Religious Phases of tbe Social
Hem."
Lecture Series to Be Sponsored

The final call Tor musical compositions for the forthcoming musical |uoduction of the Providence College
Pyramid Players was issued laxt
Tuesday, Jan. 5. At the same time
preparations were completed for the
first auditions and tentative plans for
the 1937 musical comedy. "Soup and
Fish." were revealed by the Reverend
Urban Nagle. O.P., Moderator of the
Pyramid Players, and John Fanning,
President of tbe undergraduate organization.

Thomistic Institute
Begins New Series

tnday. January 10. at 4 p. m.. tbe
• Irving Georges. O.P.. will close
present series of lectures on "Curt Social Problems', being given
Harkin's Hall by the Thomistic Ina'e of Providence College, with a
tssion on "The Religious Aspect
(ommunlsm".
re speaker will contrast the abaot diverse philosophies of life prolnd by Cathollca and Communists.
t; are diverse and at present --rile! in a terrific struggle. Comn am Is desperately striving to
l ler the emotions and the lntelti e of humanity, and to win

here.
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I. over from the Christian perspeci of life.
f her Georges will discuss the baenets of Communism placing
I i l emphasis on the illogicalities
n ing from ignoring the necessity
r Uglon and Its social imptlcail
i ontinued on Page 3. Col. 1)

By Pittsfield Knights of
Columbus
Arrangements have been completed
for the Thomistic Institute of Providence College to conduct a lecture
series In Pittsfield. Mass. The series
will be part of a public forum program being conducted In the population centers of that state by the
Knights of Columbus.
Speakers for the Pittsfield lectures
will be the same as those who handled the current series at Providence
College so successfully, except that
the Rev. A. P. Regan. O.P., Is to be
added to the list. The Rev. Paul C.
Perrotta. o r
will open the series
tonight, when he will speak on the
personalities of Communism.
The
six other lectures will be presented on
successive Friday nights. They will
follow the same general plan as that
of those on Communism now being
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

Students Adjust Ties In Reflection
Of Newly Varnished Desk Chairs
ut Later Assail Glossy'
Finish As Menace to
Exam Success
f'l.ile the students of Providence
i t ; e were enjoying their vacation.
ttO-is improvements
were being
« t at the College. The most notae of these was the re-varnlshing of
e "Jay-beds" In the classrooms. Of
arie. the student body appreciates
e concern for their welfare in.nn•ted by this thougbtfullness. but It
generally feared that the sllpperlw of the desk-chairs will cause
orients to slide down in them and
Uf them to bump their heads, thus
A-ly awakening them from their
onUng siesta.
Already, many arguments pro and
in have been heard about the adimages and disadvantages brought
>out by the re-varnishlng. The chief
mt-nt arises from the fact that the
iri can no longer find the gyp notes
hlcfi they had scribbled In obscure
irners In preparation for the coming
mm.
Another bad feature la the
id that the shiny surfaces do not
- • • .I>" take penciled notes. However,
ill counter-balanced by the facility

with which wood carvers can go to
work with pen knife, hunting knife
or pen points. The new varnish is
particularly adaptlble to caricatures
of college notables. One report had
it (confidentially) thai a complete
course in religion had been effaced
during the Improvements.
One Intellectually ventured the suggestion
that the seats be equipped with pillowed backs and hassocks for foot
rests. One big advantage which will
be derived from the varnishing episode will be an Increase In sales of
cofTee.
The coffee will enable the
students ( ! l to keep awake all morning and many fatalities will be avoided.
The erection of storm doors at the
Tront entrance created an air of dissatisfaction among the 8:10 sprinters
as the portals against Inclemency
have the tendencies of a mule, Id
est. balky. Scott Furriers have offered to donate their photo-electric eye
to clear up this difficulty. The photoelectric eye Is a device whereby doors
open automatically when
a body
thrust between its ray. severs the
current.
The floors will be waxed
when the Juniors learn to do the
"Llndy Hop."

The group in charge of musical
selections has announced that all
musical selections should be In the
bands of Father Nagle before the
mid-term exams Original music of all
types will be given consideration but
novelty songs are especially desired.
As In last year's successful production, "The Student Quints." all music
will be by Providence College students.
Due to the unprecedented success
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2>

Freshmen Officers
Chosen Yesterday
First Year Men Elect Farrell,
Sasso, Foley and Riley
to Class Offices
By an overwhelming majority of
votes. William Farrell. of Providence,
was elected President of the Freshman class at a meeting of that group
held yesterday noon under the chairmanship of the moderator.
Anthony R. Sasso finally eked out a
close decision over Nicholas Lincourt
for the office of Vice-President after
the ballots had shown the closest voting of the day. Peter Foley and William Riley had little difficulty In gaining the offices of Secretary and Treasurer respectively as their opponents
offered little competition. Riley polled
the largest number of votes of all the
candidates as he fairly romped to an
easy victory.
After the election of officers had
been held. It was announced by the
moderator that the Freshman Dance
would be held February 5th in HarI N . I J - Hall. The tickets have been set
at $2.00 and the affair will be of a
semi-formal
nature. A committee
whelh will arrange plans for this
dance will be selected before the MidYear examinations.
Irving Hicks was the runner-up in
the Presidential race while Edward
Dupras fell far behind. George Curry
and Donald Albro were also very
much In the running for the VicePresidency and It was not until the
final ballots had been tabulated that
Sasso was assured of victory. John
Cronin and William Driscoll ran a nip
and tuck race for second place In the
Secretarial election but they were so
far outdistanced by Peter Foley that
the race lacked interest. Phillip Assiren was the only one opposed to
William Riley for the Treasurers
office, but he was defeated by a decisive margin.

EXAM SCHEDULE
ON PAGE 3
The complete and official schedule for the Mill v. i i " can be found
on Page 3 of this Issue of Tbe
COWL. This Is the first release of
the lime and place of the first
semester exams. Students are cautioned to watch the official bulletin boards for any changes that
might be made. The schedule is
NO placed that It can be conveniently clipped for handy reference.

Debaters Prepare
for Active Season
Plan for Boston College Debate Here Early in
February
Plans for tbe opening of the active
debating season of the Providence
College Debating t'nion were dlscuased at a meeting of that group
Wednesday afternoon. Although the
Debating Union has already formally
opened Its season against Rhode Island State College, the active season
will not begin until the early part of
February, and will probably terminate
soon after tbe Easter vacation.

5c a Copy.

SEMESTER EXAMS
WILL COMMENCE
J A N U A R Y 18
Official Schedule Released
to Cowl Gives Program
for All Classes
The official schedule for the term
examinations which will he held during the week of Jan. 18 is released
today by the COWL. Complete schedules for the four divisions may be
found on Page 3.
In a communication from the Office of the Assistant Dean during the
week it was emphasized that every
student Is responsible for a semester examination in every subject on
his program. As announced by the
Reverend Arthur Chandler. O.P.,
Dean of Studies, in tbe opening assemblies, there will be absolutely no
exemptions from any examinations.
Failure to take a scheduled examination in any subject will mean the
loss of the entire semester's credit,
be explained.

According to the schedule released
today, examinations will begin at
8:30 Monday. Jan. IS. with Rellglou
for all divisions. From thea until
Saturday. Jan. 23. Providence College
students will be engaged in the busiNegotiations are already In pro- ness of examinations.
gress for a debate with the Fulton
In the official schedules It Is statDebating Society of Boston College, ed that further changes may be made.
which will probably be held early in Any deviations from the original
February. Members of the Debating schedules will be announced on the
t'nion to represent Providence Col- official bulletin boards during the
lege in this debate have not as yet coming weeks. A l l students are rebeen named, but it is expected that sponsible for these changes.
this announcement will soon be forthThe usual recess will follow the
coming.
completion of examinations. Classes
The final debate in the second for the second semester will start
series of Intra-murals will be held Feb. 1 at 9:00 a. m. for Freshmen.
Monday night at 7:30. Norman Carig- Sophomores, and Juniors. The Seniors
nan and Raymond Baker, affirmative will return Tuesday. Feb. 2. at 9:00.
and Wallace Mason and Michael Lectures will begin immediately, and
Coyne, negative will discuss the ques- absence from class will incur paytion. Resolved: That tbe several ment of tbe late registration fee.
states should adopt one house legislatures.
A third series of intra-murals will
be started early In February with two
(Continued on Page 3. Col. 2)

The Official Regulations remind the
students of the ill effects of "Communication" during the examinations.
Further, blue books only are permitted In the rooms.

Car Stolen from Campus is Abandoned
in Bushes Near St. Thomas Hall
Doors Left Wide Open,
Seat Turned and Key
is Stolen
An automobile was whisked way
Into the thin ether last Tuesday afternoon. The car, the property of Manuel Borges. was parked in its customary parking place behind the college and when it was seen being
driven off by someone other than its
rightful owner. It was thought that
some practical Joker was playing a
prank.
The mysterious driver of the car
drove or rather bumped hla way over
the lawn from Guzman Hall northward parallel to the trees and bushes,
evidently In search of a hiding place
where the machine could be concealed. Quite naturally, Mr. Borges
thought that the Idea waa the prank
of one of his friends. But. when he
saw the car disappear over the crest
of the hill leading to St. Thomas Hall,
dispelled this Idea and hastily sum-

moned John Ryan, a friend, and the
two gave pursuit in Ryan's car. As
they rounded St. Thomas Hall, the
alert eye of Borges discerned the
rear of the car protruding from the
underbrush. Both doors of the machine had been left wide open, the
rear seat had been turned and the
keys had been taken from the ignition. Evidently, the thief had planned
to conceal the car until nightfall and
then return and drive the car away
under cover of the dark. But he had
become panic stricken at the close
pursuit and hurriedly abandoned the
machine In the first available place.
A police officer was summoned but
there was little he could do as only
the keys had been pilfered. After
several considerations it was finally
decided to call a locksmith and have
duplicate keys made so as to enable
the owner to drive his car home. This
waa soon done and Mr. Borges drove
his car away feeling thankful that he
had been so fortunate.
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ANGELIC DOCTOR
26. or 15 per cent.; and. college football. 21. or 12 per cent."
Though Saint Thomas Aquinas,
The one bright ray of sunlight is peerless Dominican, is regarded as
the happy ract that the total rate the great expounder or theology it is
ratality among the college ranks
Just prior to the vacation perto
dropped rrom 8 in 1931 to only one little known that he is the Patron or
a new club was formed for the p
during 1936. "Sandlot football con- Youth tor all Catholic schools. Pope
pose ot acquainting the members
tributed 11 or this year's total vic- Leo XIII in selecting Saint Thomas tor
the Hall
with
various imports
tims, and athletic club football, two." this honor thought not or Thomas the
world events. It is the "Internatioi
"The peak for injuries, as well as Scholar but of Thomas the pure StuRelations Club of Guzman Hall."
for fatalities." Eastwood said, "is
Monday evening. December the 14
reached early in the season, and dent, and under this banner he is
election of officers for this club w|
then steadily declines." Moreover, he placed before Catholic Youth.
held. Thomas Plynn '39 was elec
declared, "backs are more frequently
Within the centuries which have President; James Erwin '38 was ca.
injured than linemen." and head in- elapsed since the days of the greaten Secretary; and Thomas SheehJ
juries cause most of the fatalities. It est Scholastic his Tame as teacher
'38 was named Librarian,
Preset
was also round that more than 5U and scholar has obscured the beauty
plans include the reading ot preparj
per cent, of these Injuries were due of his lire and the patience or his
papers and discussion from the fl J
to tackling.
student days. Temptations he suffer- The emphasis will be on the practid
In order to reduce the number of ed, temptations as great as those
side.
deaths. Eastwood urged that these which afflicted Saint Anthony and
On Thursday evening. Decern*
seven recommendations be adopted; Saint Augustine. His early quest for
"(II close attention be given to cuts knowledge seemed futile. By his un- the 17th. the Hall witnessed one !
and bruises in order to prevent in- thinking classmates he was singled the finest shows ever to be present
The play " T ,
fections; (2| preseason medical ex- out as a hopeless dunce. Such was within its walls.
amination be given to all football the background ot the Angelic Doc- Traitor Repents" was effectively p
sented
by
a
capable
cast which
candidates before the first practice; tor. No more fitting Saint could be
eluded Russell Aumann '38. Frank
<3i backs be given more thorough the intercessor for Catholic Youth.
Seery
'38.
Joseph
Clinton
'10, and A
training in proper tackling and blockThe problems of the modern stu- thony Yurgel '39. The tableau sc j
ing technique; (4) coaches be selectdent are manifold. Moral, social, and ot Dominican priests singing varloi
ed from among college players who
economic difficulties are constantly Christmas hymns In several languagj
have had theory and practice in safeadded to his burden of studies. The was staged beautifully. Those in th
;y procedures; (51 high school rules
strength to combat the trials and scene were James Sullivan '40. Ah>
be modified to rurther open up the
temptations of student days is some- ius Quinn '40. Robert Kilbridge
game; (61 high school players be
times lacking and too often youths Joseph McTigue '39. Charles Mala
given complete medical care; (7)
may sink into that disdain for morals ta '39, Robert Conway '40, and J
players be given a more adequate
and authority which sometimes mas- Dittoe '40. Francis Finnegan '40
warming-up period before entering
querades under the name of liberal- James Loughery '38 rendered \
the game and that they be removed
ism.
Over these half-straying sheep selections. Francis Lehner '40 pi
at the first sign of fatigue."
the care is greatest, and it is for several semi-classical piano B
The above mentioned recommendathese that Saint Thomas may be the tions.
Bernard King '39 and .
tions are nothing more than mere preguiding light.
Bracket! '38 did a very credit
cautionary essential* which should
Why can we not make Saint Thom- lask in arranging the settings for
already be employed by every mentor
and trainer throughout the land, and as that guide for college life and play and the tableau. Joseph McGrc
for which there should be no such work? Private prayers may help ty '40 was the piano accompanist.
need here for formal expression. Un- much but it is through the establishless American youth is accorded more ment of a confraternity ot the Angelic
humane treatment, they who so Warfare that the greatest good can
vehemently oppose football will have be accomplished. Says Pope Pius X I :
every right to call it whatever they "We earnestly recommend to you to
propagate everywhere the Society of
choose.
Yet it is not American football but the Angelic Warfare, founded under
its directors who have left them- the patronage of Thomas." The A n By E. F. and P. P.
selves open to censure. The so-called gelic Warfare is our warfare and by
Frankenstein is not the game itself making Thomas our Patron we can
APPENDICITIS
be
completely
victorious
in
our
fight.
but those who manage it.
Inflammation of the Vermiform
peudix is known as appendicitis. Tl
condition was known and well d<
crlbed in the fifth century B . C .
Hippocrates but definite knowlefl i
of appendicitis with the patholi
toti. Dickinson. Irving. Pomfret. Ta- findings dates from the researc
"Are We Becoming Educated?"
bor, Kentucky Military Institute, Cul- or Reginald Heber Fitz in the ft,
(Everett Dean Martin)
1886.
Men do not want an inquiring, ver Military Academy. Thatcher. Norwich. Deerfield. Emma Walker, Miss
The Vermiform appendix is a won
sceptical,
value-creating discipline
Hall's. Baldwin. Northampton. House like narrow tube which emerges fra
which forces the mind to examine its
in the Pines, and Pebble Hill. You the wall of the caecum or the Oi
beliefs, face reality, and stand on Its
wouldn't call him a tramp athlete, part of the large Intestine near tj
own. They want to be told what to
would you?
point where the latter Is joined J
believe. They want the delusion of
—Syracuse Daily Orange.
the small intestines. It communicat •
comfort and security. They ask of
with the bowel but is closed at
education not that it raise new questree end. Its lumen or cavity is ve
"Dime Symphonies"
tions but that it give a categorical
narrow
and if there Is a slight sw
"Dime symphonies" have gone over
answer to old ones. They expect it
ling of the lining at the entrance,
to train yourh in the ways that the so well at Midland College that they
if
the
appendix
is kinked, its sea
elders expect them to walk in. Educa- will be presented at intervals throughtion may be imprisoned and deca
tion, instead of being free to do its out the remainder of the school year. pose therein.
Foreign
bodies ss
—The Beacon, R. I. State.
work is sidetracked.
as grape seeds, fruit pips are I
— N . C. Daily Tar Heel.
found in the appendix as frequenl
"If the Shoe Fits You . . ."
as W B B supposed at one time. \
In a class at the University or what Is quite frequently found u
Pie A la Mode
Toledo, the prof, announced that he little piece of hardened feces, prol
Apple pie is the most popular food was convinced that four or five of
bly resulting from chronic const!]
at New York University, according the themes had been copied.
tion, and this may Irritate the linl
to Miss Noles. dietician of the commembrane
or ulcerate into the w
"If the students who turned them
mons lunch room.
or the appendix. Whatever might
in
will
report
to
my
ofrice
immedi—Boston College Heights.
the
cause
of the inflammation
ately after class, there will be no penwhole organ swells and becomes '|
alty." he said.
Maybe They Are Psych(ic)
tremely
painful.
Sixteen students called at the ofThe Michigan Daily Question and
Answer Department has closed its fice following the lecture.
HEMOPHILIA
—Conn. State Campus.
doors. And the reason: an innocent
Hemophilia, or bleeders diswf
student sent this question: "Could
was or initially noticed In the eleven!
"Live and Learn"
you explain what the following pascentury by the Arabian. Albuctlf
sage in my psychology textbook
Mrs. Angeline Whitney. 92. is en- but the first modern observer to r,i
mean? It is from Woodward's Psy- rolled in the Sociology course at this disease was John Conrad OP
chology (adv.). page 408. third edi- Ohio State University. Mrs. Whitney of Philadelphia.
tion, and it says—'The great handi- doesn't come to i h campus for her
The bleeder who is invariably:
cap of the deaf child, which shows classes, but from the comfort or a male inherits this disease throw
his I.Q., is probably his inability to chair near the radio she "attends" the female.
He Is apt to bleed I
hear what other people say!'"
he classes broadcast daily over the various parts of his body without SI
university's station. WOSU.
apparent cause, and causes which
—The Daily Texan.
produce very slight bleeding in «**
—The Niagara Index.
people, such as a pin-prick, or *
Wanderlust
traction of a tooth, will cause ex*
The star of the Bowes Amateurs
All for Art
sive bleeding.
basketball team representatives of
In a Contemporary Lit quiz at Le- The cause of Hemophilia lies in
the law school in the Syracuse Uni- high on "The American Tragedy" one
versity intra-mural basketball league bright Junior scribbled down the peculiar constitution of the victim
blood. The blood is unable to •
is Hank Scharoff. He has played the numbers of the questions, and wrote.
due to the slowness with which 9
game at the following prep schools— "This is the tragedy." and signed his
fibrin ferment is produced. This I
Hotchkiss. Hill. Cook Academy Man- name.
rin ferment is absolutely necesslfc.
ilas, Lawrenceville. Kent. Milton. T i l for the clotting of blood.
I
—Pembroke R .cord

Guzman Hall

t
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which a driver's seat gives, sometimes induces a lack of common
sense. Too often have the doleful
causes and the equally doleful panaceas tor auto accidents been told. But
as long as a nation stands by and
sees without anger its citizens slaughtered on the public ways, it will be
impossible to enforce that control
which is vitally necessary.

"We study not for school but for
lite." How important this motto Is.
yet how few of us honestly abide by
it. As the monthly and mid-year exams bring us face to face with tests
or our actual knowledge, we are apt
to concentrate more on the percentage we hope to get than on the ma- Until that day when universal angterial itself. Once the exam has been er will mean universal response to
successfully passed, the knowledge safety measures, it will be the perwe so zealously strove for is tossed sonal duty of every citizen to curb
to the winds. The only vestige of as far as possible his share in future
what we did know is jotted down fatalities. It is our duty as part of
numerically and filed away, to be re- or a state to prevent the death of
called only when reference data is any or its members. Realization of
necessary. This is the wrong course that duty will go far towards enforceto follow. What matter the percent- ment of existing laws and enactment
age we receive as long as the knowl- or new laws.
edge acquired is indelible imprinted
While it is very well to speak of
upon the memory page of our mind.
This then, this pursuit of knowledge this duty, we. as college students,
for Its own sake, and not for mere must take a leading role In the drive
The college student, as
grading, is the ultimate goal of our for safety.
pictured by the outside world, is nocollege career.
toriously given to speed and dareSomehow the impression
Perhaps, this Idea should be fol- deviltry.
lowed through our high school days has been made, and it is our work to
as well. How many graduates of high eradicate it by sare driving every day
school do we see floating aimlessly of the year. Beware, student drivers,
around our city streets, vainly seek- and know that yours is a great, a
ing employment. The knowledge of life-sparing responsibility.
sundry subjects which they acquired
in school Is merely fleeting shadows
THE ALL-AMERICAN
in the dim past. How much better off
they would have been if they had
TRAGEDY
mastered one subject to the point
At this time of year when invenof
proficiency and thus enabled
tory
is
the
vogue,
it becomes the sad
themselves to obtain some sort ot
employment. Evidently, their main duty of statisticians to determine the
number
of
lives
sacrificed
during the
purpose while going through secondary school was to attain
marks, year to the great American game of
football.
Called
by
some
a
monster
marks with little thought of preservmore deadly than a Frankenstein,
ing the knowledge for future use.
one who is fast getting beyond the
Let us then, as college men profescontrol of its keeper, football is dising a belief In intellectual accomrectly responsible tor the loss of 28
plishment, strive to keep this thought
uppermost in our minds throughout lives in the last few months. Conthe course of our college life. Pursue sequently, these questions are asked
studies with a view towards preserv- not only by those who frown on the
ing the material for future reference sport but also by those who profess
and applicable purposes. Concentrate to have the best interests of the
on the subject material and the game at heart. What will it soon lead
grades will take care of themselves. to: has it ceased to be constructive
Ever remember. "Non Scholae Sed and become a destructive force; has
it become the All-American Tragedy?
Vitae Disclmus."

BEWARE!

According to a report, which recently has been made public. by
Floyd B. Eastwood to New York University to the American Football
Coaches Association. 50 per cent, of
this number were high school players. It further stated that unless "this
high school ratality total is materially
reduced an annual football death total or between 25 and 30 will result."

The appalling figures for 1936 auto
deaths will soon be relased. Even
conservative estimates place (hem at
37.001'. (above the record 1935 toll).
In spite or safety campaigns in city,
county, and state, the number of dead
constantly climbs. There seems to be
nu remedy which has worked successThis Eastwoodian survey, begun
fully.
Not even the recital of the
six years ago and conducted yearly,
growing numbers of dead seems to
states that over the six-year period
deter the messengers of auto death.
a grand total of 174 deaths were
Speed and carelessness are perhaps chargeable directly to football. "Of
the most Important factors in auto these. 78. or 45 per cent., have inaccidents.
That tendency to speed volved high school players. Sandlot
Just a little has snufTed out many football has accounted for 49 deaths,
lives
while that sense of freedom or 2S percent.: athletic club football.

(

Through the
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u
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FRENCH COURSE
PLAN CHANGED
Class Divided Into Two
Groups; Composition
is Emphasized
Changes effective in the French
Department at the beginning of the
next semester were approved by the
Dean of Studies last Wednesday. The
projected changes will affect only
French 201. the course in French
literature. Mr, William Smith, professor of French, will place the plan
In operation in his 201 French classes next February.
The program of the class will be
divided into three separate groups,
each taking a different aspect of
French and each meeting on different
days. Each student will be required
to enroll in any two of these groups.
Two of the classes will be an hour
and a half in length, and the student
is not required to attend the class
for which be i« not enrolled.
The most important point In the
program is the inauguration of two
groups in French literature.
One
which will meet on Monday afternoons, will be conducted entirely in
French and will treat French literature in general and the plays of Racine and Moliere in particular. The
addition of a course in two authors
is a very significant step in the development of the Department of
French.
The Tuesday morning group will
be concerned with French Composition while those enrolled in the
Thursday afternoon class will study
French literature through English
lectures. It is expected that the complete program will give ample opportunity for any student of French to
increase his knowledge of the literature and his handling of the language.

FATHER GEORGES TO
CONCLUDE LECTURES
Continued from Page 1)
Father Perrotta indicted Communism as a "spurious, hypocritical, and
poisonous political science—a menace
to the glorious symbol of the Stars
and Stripes." Listing its "cruelties
and corruptions." he assailed the
Communist Government for "its massacre of priests and laymen, for Its
sneering attitude toward marriage,
and its corruption of youth."

and so ineffective as to make of this
country the surest, the purest, and
the most beautiful shrine of prosper
ous liberty that can be found on the
globe today."
Father Perrotta, the chairman of
the Philosophy department of the
College and a professor or political
science, is well-known as an analyst
of political problems. He was introduced by Rev. Arthur Chandler. O.P.,
Dean of Studies, who Is permanent
chairman of the lecture series. Father
Chandler closed the meeting with a
brief address that reviewed the sequence of the lectures to date, and announced the closing of the preliminary series next Sunday, The lecture
is open to all who wish to attend.

DEBATERS PREPARE
INTENSIVE PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)
debates a week being the main feature of the schedule. The moderator
of the Union stated at the meeting
that a new plan for preparing speakers for presentation would soon be
inaugurated. Under this plan, members would be divided into several
groups. Each group would hold separate meetings in which members
would criticise each other's speech.
The moderator believes that under
this plan much progress can be made
toward the improvement of the presentation of debate speeches.
Frank McGovern, John Fanning,
and Norman Carignan, officers of the
debating union held a meeting yesterday afternoon to draw up plans
for a schedule of debates that is intended to comprise two road trips.
One trip will most probably be made
in the northern New England States,
if plans already in correspondence
materialize. The other trip will probably take the debating team through
the southern part of New York state
and into Connecticut. McGovern.
president of the debating union declared that. "We are doing our utmost to complete a schedule of debates this year that will give us an
opportunity to meet the best debating teams in this section of the country. The debating team of last year
has given us a fine record to equal,
we wish to equal that record and we
shall strive to do just that." Last
year's team was victorious in all debates but one. meeting defeat only
at the hands of Boston College.

PLANS FOR MUSICAL
COMEDY IN PROGRESS

Continued from Page 1)
of "The Student Quints" the Pyramid
Players are considering an intensive
road tour for this year's musical
comedy. The script is rapidly being
completed by a committee headed by
E. Riley Hughes, '3", of New Haven,
Conn., and a two-week run in ProviMaking reference
to Benjamin dence and on tout is being outlined.
Franklin's statement that "nothing is
A schedule of six one-night engagecertain but death and taxes," the
speaker outlined the necessity of gov- ments in New England cities is now
being planned. New England cities
ernment:
within a radius of 100 miles are under
"We men live under a government; consideration for engagements. While
we have always lived under a gov- Providence College productions have
ernment, and we must always live In other years undertaken road tours
under a government.
This political this yearY trip would be the most
necessity is as much a part of our ambitious ever scheduled.
nature as our very bodies, and in
Another precedent will be broken
point of fact government is a concept
•?ven more universal than death, for this year, for the road trip will prethere are beings beyond man that do cede the -evidence engagement. For
not taste death but there are no be- six nights liter the road engagements
.ngs that are free from government. Harkins I ,1 will be host to the "Soup
It is then a stark reality—a fact un- and Fish" unpany. According to advance fnte, 't, it is expected that the
questionable."
three sellou nights of last year will
"All of us here are familiar with
be surpasse * by this post-Easter
our frame of government, which we
Providence ru ,
conveniently style a representative
It was emph; \*ed. however, that at
democracy. This sovereign authority
plans for engagebas served us admirably for 147 years, the present U L
insuring us 'life, liberty, and the pur- ment are still pending and that fursuit of happiness.' At this point there ther changes may Me made. The full
arise some citizens who desire us to schedule for the two week's run will
change our form of government. Some be released shortly after the opening
very openly insist that we ought to of the second semester.
become Fascists on the plea that deWhile schedule arrangements are
mocracy has failed because through proceeding smoothly rehearsals and
unbri-expressions of opinion there auditions will be started before term
has developed here a contradictory examinations. Specialty acts of any
council. 'Look at Mussolini and Hit- kind are asked
report to John Fanler,' ;hey cry; 'they do more in one ning to a m
i for an audition.
hour than our parlous Congress can Sword - Bwallov. 't, bazooka - players,
do ir • year.'"
and musical saw*, players are among
"Our democracy has been so alow the talent sought

Deploring the mocking of democracy and the false and misleading
propaganda disseminated by the Soviet, Father Perrotta attributed to
them the fomenting of revolutionary
activities and labor troubles In all
parts of the world.
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Official Exam Schedule
MONDAY, JANUARY 18
8:30 to 10:30
Room
Religion 401 (Fr. Dore)
21
Religion 401 (Fr. Hunt)
22
Religion 301 (Fr. Heasley)
17
Religion 301 (Fr. Howley)
20, 19
Religion 201 (Fr. Foley)
35, 36
Religion 201 (Fr. Quinn)
37, 38
Religion 201 (Fr. Carolan)
33
Religion 101 (Fr. Reese)
Auditorium
Religion 101 (Fr. Clark)
31
Religion 101 (Fr. Reilly)
39
10:30 to 12:30
Chemistry 101 (Electives)
14
Biology 101 (Fr. Kelly)
17, 19
Biology 101 (Fr. Serror)
OldAud.
Mathematics 201
32
Sociology 301 (Fr. Dore)
35
Sociology 301 (Fr. Clark)
20
Philosophy 201 (Fr. Perrotta)
Auditorium
Philosophy 201 (Fr. Galliher)
31
Mathematics 101 (Fr. Precourt)
33
Mathematics 101 (Mr. McDonald)
37, 38
Mathematics 101 (Mr. Dormer)
21
Mathematics 102
22
Political Science 103
30
Political Science 304
39
Biology 201
17
Business 304
24
1:00 to 3:00
Oratory 201
Auditorium
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 401
39, OldAud.
Philosophy 303
35, 36
Biology 301
17
English 201 (Fr. Reilly)
21
English 201 (Fr. Redmond)
22
English 201 (Dr. O'Neill)
20
English 201 (Mr. Donovan)
31
English 202
33
Mathematics 301
32
English 101 (Fr. McGregor)
Auditorium
English 101 (Fr. Quinn)
Auditorium
English 101 (Fr. Fitzgerald)
30
10:30 to 12:30
Economics 201
Auditorium
Philosophy 411
39
Education 101
20, 21
Mathematics 103
19
Mathematics 401
32
Business 305
24
Business 404
4
1:00 to 3:00
Intensive Latin
30
Biology 102
35
Latin 101
Auditorium
Latin 312
Auditorium
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 301
Auditorium
Political Science 402
30
Chemistry 403
32
Physics 101
17
Latin 201
35
History 101
39, OldAud.
History 103
21, 22
History 102
33
Biology 302
30
Mathematics 105
19
10:30 to 12:30
English 301 (Seniors and Juniors)
21
Political Science 403
20
English 413
22
Business 306
24
Business 302
30
1:00 to 3:00
English 312
30
French 302, 201, 101
Auditorium
French 102
17, 19
German 102
20
German 101
35
Spanish 201, 102, 101
21
Italian 201, 102, 101
22
1:00 to 4:00
Physics 201
25
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21
8:30 to 10:30
English 213
30
Education 201
19
Education 401
20
Education 301
20
Business 403
2*
Drawing 201
Lab.
Drawing 101
Lab.
Elementary Greek
21
Greek 201, 101
22
Biology 401
17
10:30 to 12:30
History 306
22
English 402
20
English, 112
35
(Continued on Page 4. Col. 2)
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JUNIORS PLAN
COMING EVENTS
Discuss Boxing Program;
Make Nominations for
Prom Chairman
The Junior Class convened in class
meeting Thursday morning at 11:30
in order to transact regular class business, and especially to hold nominations for the Chairmanship of the
Junior Prom Committee. Joseph Cavanagh, President, presided.
Minutes of the last meeting were
read by John Graham, Secretary, who
also read the roll call of the class to
determine the number and names of
the students present. A card of appreciation from the family of Norman
Eichner for the sympathy expressed
by the Junior Class on his recent
bereaval, and a Christmas greeting
card from two of last year's classmates. Michael Zlob and Thomas GHlen. who are now studying at the University of Louvain, were also read.
Joseph Isacco, Treasurer, stressed
the duty of the members of the class
to pay their class dues before the
termination of the semester.
Nominations for the Chairman of
the Junior Prom, which is to be held
sometime in April, were then received. Several candidates were nominated, with final election being postponed until next Monday.
After the regular class meeting
there was a meeting of the Athletic
Committee to discuss plans for the
Junior Boxing Program to be presented soon. A l l prospective participants are requested to contact either
the Moderator of the Junior Class, or
the Chairman of the Committee, I.
Samuel Siperstein, as soon as possible.

New Books Added
To College Library
The Rev. Francis J. Fanning, O.P..
assistant librarian, announced this
week the addition of twenty-two new
books to the college library.
The list of the books and their
authors follow:
Soltau—Outline of European Economic Development.
Bogart and Thompson—Readings
in the Economic History of the U . S.
Beard and Beard—The Rise of American Civilization.
Flugel and Faulkner—Readings in
the Economic and Social History of
the U. S.
Toynbee—Lectures on the Industrial Revolution.
Seligman—The Economic Interpretation of History.
Ashley—An Introduction to English
Economic History.
Gray—The Development of Economic Doctrine.
Tawney—Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism.
Cole—French Mercantilist Doctrine
before Colbert.
Homan—Contemporary
Economic
Thought.
Scott—The Development of Economics.
Gide and Rist—History of Economic Doctrines.
Teilhac—Pioneers of American Economic Thought in the Nineteenth Century.
T. E. Lawrence—Seven Pillars of
Wisdom.
M. Bell—Year Book of the National
Probation Association.
Edward Allen—North Pacific.
Mark Eisner—Problems of Higher
Education. A Lay View.
S. L. Bradbury—Hiram Harding of
Hardscrabble.
H. S. Hollander—Spoils.
Leong Gor Yun—Chinatown Inside
Out.
Autobiography of G. K. Chesterton.
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Official Exam Schedule

SEEN AND HEARD

SCOWL
WITH

E. RILEY HUGHES. '37
Ten

W o n t Stor.et

of the Year

New that It can be told, what with
be turning over of another leaf-oromething- it might be well at this
olnt • you can see I'm stalling) to
omlnate this department's selection
f the ten worst news stories to apear In the "Cowl" In the past twelve
lonths. They follow In more or less
hronologlcal order:
1. Monster Athletic
Banquet
Iven By Cowl. (Jan. If).
I This was one of the wildest stories
I the year from the point of sheer
Lntasy. A "monster banquet," in the
ordi of the "Cowl." was to be held
I Harklns Hall. "Tribute deserved."
Be story continued. Needless to say.
ey never had the banquet.
I 2. Exam Selge. (Jan. 17).
I The second howler for the year was
le "coverage" on the mid-years. The
I eet Interviewed various students
l o the readers were led to believe!
Ir their reactions The whole thing
I is a phoney.
I

3.
VI,

I
I
I
I
I

The

"COWL'S"

Valentine.

lli

A new low In verse, even for the
'owl " Here Is proposed a most
ralley theory called "Valentlnlsm"
" A n Ism In every heart." Just mere
4. The Little Olympic.

(March

I I'M.I.inn'.-! as ever, the "Cowl"
I :ked itself up and suggested anl i t e r "tradition." this time a "Little
I ymplc" to be staged on llendrlcken
I eld. Main event: one mile run.
I lies: loving cups. Time: Junior
I eek. Contestants: Interclass. ReI It: It never came off.
I 5. The Cow(l) Slip. (April 1>.
The staff worked Its head to the
I ne over this one. Among the cuter
I m i were the wheezes about the SeI u s pitying off the war debt, perM S I I I I I for ntnokJuK lu claasroains,
I d the new million dollar gateway.
6. Peanut
Peddlers'
Holiday.
The story was beautifully handled,
t it never should have happened.
7. Pandemonium lit the Lab.
Another of a bewildering series of
innn Interest stories was this ttrstnv thriller about w turtle who
ocked a plug innt a horse) from
t the tank and flooded the place.
>nce the pandemonium. About as
'•King as u night watchman's yawn,
i
Boj D •
KTI. (Nov.
Ua.bors.telj phoney wee the mad
rn about the alleged kidnapping of
I oollece pooch, lu the first place
body missed him. In the second,
body cured. So feeble was the atnpt he «,isnt sven reported reI'lW.I

!'
\ l\ipa"s Ki untie Telegi am
ec 111
The "Cowl" awarded (coining a
PM0 the while i the "rubber ice
k" in the Flush whu received from
le parent who mistook an autuniubri-wii sard toe i dtamlueJ (inch
o about nothing.
10. Varnished Chairs. (Jan. St.
Fraught with insignificance is the
rrein ptgo line yam about the newvarnished lecture chairs Sticky.

PittsfieldAlumni
Hold First Dinner
The Pittsfield Chapter of the Pro v.
-

id its first annual dinner lu honor
the local Providence College un. at the Hotel Weudel. Plttsfleld.
John P. Leahy, '26. president of the
tapter presided.
Undergraduates
esent « e r e : John Barnini. John
ady. John Hayes. Richard Mezewski and Paul Sweeney.

FRIDAY*. JANUARY 22
8:30 to 10:30
English 310
35
Chemistry 301
Auditorium
Chemistry 101 (Pre-Medical)
Auditorium
SATURDAY. JANUARY 23
8:30
Chemistry 201
35
REGULATION'S
Any student who brings books or papers to examination rooms, or who is observed communicating in any
way, will forfeit his examination. All writing must be
done in the book that will be furnished.
No student
may use more than one examination book at the same
time.
N.B.—Students are asked to watch Official Bulletin
Boards for any changes in this schedule.

Spanish Situation is Not Mere
Civil War, But Has World Import
By William G. Beaudro, '38
The Spanish situation, In the mind
of many Americans, Is almost as COL
ruslng as it is horrible. On one sid
it Is termed a clash between C>m
munlsm and Fascism, on anothei I
is considered to be Fascism agains
Democracy, It Is frequently teimei
a religious war. One writer, "II. F
W." writing for the Methodist Fed
eration for Social Service, even says
"The Pope has declared It (the Span
leli W a n . The Vatican is organizin;
it. The enemy Is Communism."

By George F. McGuire
For the New Year
in the hit parade for this week we
stow the lavender and old lace on
three gentlemen of this institution.
Bernie (Local Boy) McKenna.
Davitt (Fluffy) Carol and Bob
( B S ) Murphy.

chopethlc
terred

ward where

he was In-

Carl Angelica was receiving visitors In the Angelic* Room. He was
ably assisted by Spud Constantino.
Nurse Smith. Nurse Alice Mary Lyons
and Jim Boboras iBoboras le a
c hllds nurse from Sharon Street).
These gentlemen spent last week
The nurses. Indeed, conducted themat the Trappist Monastery in Cumberselves well and we take pleasure In
lend.
bestowing a pond lily on them tor an
J (Fulton) Brown, the old steam- enjoyable evening.
boat man should question Central
1 think they must enjoy a third esFalls Celia concerning a dubious
tate. The first being—the nurses we
point.
meet while they are on duty. The secJ Zalton Lengel is indeed quite the
ond being—those nurses who speak
trucker with Lfl. Does LU like the
lo young men through open dormitory
Germaine Ball as well this year as
windows. The third being—those very
last John? Remember John, she Is
human people we meet at dances.
also Buzz Fisher's and Jim Brady's
At a concensus taken this morning
girl friend.
Bob Lucy should he informed by It was decided that we like the nuraei
his younger brother that the tap room much better this year than last.

embodied in them that violate the
rights ot the citizen, and are hostile
to the Church—"
Clearly, the Church Is not the backer of one political system against another. The Church opposes Communism in Spain, and the world over, because ot Its anti-religious doctrines
and Its denial of essential human
rights, both ot which are Integral
parts of Communism.

With the exception of C. Myron
of Oates' has been remodelled and
that the owners would like to have Billings, he has been liking them tor
years and years.
Bob down for a weekend.
I have often wondered whether Paul
I have been asked by my conHealey ever wore out those shirts that temporaries who have girl friends lu
he and Joe Adamick bought while town to please Include a plea for the
here at P. C.
week.
Tonight will see the return of many
The plea for the week:
and sundry to the old stamping
Last year It was the flood sufferere
grounds—for tonight
the Xavier's
—this year It 1« the college students.
brawl goes to the post at 9 p. m. In
To every girl who ever went oat
the Biltmore. There will he many or
Dr. Miguel de Unamuno. a non- the past and present students o*t with a man. and to every girl who exCatholic Spanish philosopher, sum- Providence College making personal pects to go out with a man. to every
All Catholics, indeed, all lnfnrme<
father and mother of these girls—
marized the situation concisely when appearances.
persons, will instantly see the falslt]
be said in a radio Interview: "I am
P L E A S E F E A T U R E A F U L L ICE
of the latter view. Even the writer o
Heading the College All-Stars will BOX FOR T H E Y E A R 1937. . .
with Hie rebels, because I see anarchIt had nothing to offer in proof. Bu
Ism on the other Bide. We see barbar- be:
I will close knowing that I have
the Church is definitely a factor it
Doctor D. J. O'Neill at quarterback
ism opposed to civilization. I don*t
fulfilled my obligation to my friends
the Spanish debacle. Just what is it!
object to the socialists or to the com- Doctor O'Neill will be dressed In mid- and hoping that my words do fall
position?
night
blue
tails
and
will
endeavor
to
munists: I have always believed In
upon gracious ears.
The Catholic Church supports nf my own right to defend my ideas. keep a stiff upperllp.
form of government against another But the anarchist Is different. He deTom Fogarty will be present in old
Pope Leo. in an Encyclical writtei stroys churches to revenge himself rose pajamas as will Frank Donohne PARAMOUNT
SHOOTS
in 1N!»;> said to the French: "The torn tor his own inability to believe. And in an organdie frock coat
P. C. TEAM IN ACTION
ot government Is not the importani there you have one of the fundamenSeen and Heard
thing to you Catholics, but what if tal tragedies of man."
Providence
Colleger
basketball
J. Sturgis Howes will be present
Important are the acts ot that govern
team made lt« debut fn motion picwearing half a slant.
Spanish Catholics are fighting with
ment. the laws it enacts; these ar«
tures during the C.C.N.Y.-P.C. eonAlbert,
the
Old
Boarding
House
the acts of frail men. human laws the rebels for the same reason (bat
test played al Madlsun Square Garden
Even tha worst government may en Dr. Miguel de I'namuno is "with" lueakerupper will be there with Wyn In the inauguration of the winter
act just laws and the best government thetn. They are empat'.ilcally not es- looking as hungry as ever. (Al will be sports program there.
laws are execrable." That is still the pousing the cause of Fascism against Hi* hungny one!.
The shots were In a Paramount
Tom (Heater) Devine, the much
Democracy. They preseri government
attitude of the Church.
New. Reel which
was
captioned,
of Spain not only encourages such mi Talked about man of Joe Devenish's
Pope Pius XI. in condemning the
"Big Time Basketball Gets Under
Democratic acts as the denial ot re- column will he there with little Paul
anti-religious laws of the Spanish
War." The lew hundred feet ot dim
ligious freedom, journalistic censor- the queen of Narragansett Bay. And showed the fast, rugged play of both
Cortes said. "Let no one interpret this
ship, and the forcing of workers to ran her mother cook.
teams, the elrellent passing attack of
our word as being inspired by any
mill unions by terror, bu- it does not
Last night at St. Joseph's Hospital: C.C.N.V.. a perfectly timed basket by
feeling against the new form ot goveven represent the majority of the
The Sharon Street Terriers were Bobinski and the capacity crowd that
ernment, or against any reforms of a
people: as the following figures Tor featured. Muzzy Martellino trucked lammed the Garden to witness the
purely political nature introduced in
the last election, taken from the "Ot- from the operating room to the psy- contest.
Spain, because everyone knows that
tawa Journal." show: Total vote cast
the Catholic Church is in no sense
—9, 408.513: Parties of the Right—
tied up with any form of government
Clive Brook, actor, writes his own
4.570,744: Parties of the Lett—4.356.more than with another." He further
THOMISTIC INSTITUTE Epitaph; Pardon me for not rising I
559:
Basque Nationalists—141,137:
states. In the same Encyclical. "It is
TO GIVE NEW SERIES
OthtT Centrists—340.073: Summar-,
our desire and hope that all our beCertain paintings are called miniaiied. this means the non- and antl- J
loved sons in Spain, knowing how untures not because ot their slse but
(Continued from Page 1)
Left parties received 500.000 more;
just and harmful such laws are, will
because
of the palm used called
given
at
the
College
on
Sunday
afterrotee than the Leftists.
employ every available legitimate
noons
Father Perrotta will deliver minium.
means, compatible with law and
a
second
lecture
later
In
the
series.
The Spanish Catholics are fighting
morality, to Induce those who enacted
the cause of Godliness against lrreThe Thomiatlc lnstli.it* was asked
these laws to amend the provisions
to conduct the Pitts (V Id forum at
ligion—May God strengthen them!
the suggestion of the Re. Lorenzo C.
Phone MAnning 9617
McCarthy, former president of Providence College, who recently completed three talks there.
Negotiation.*
were conducted through Patrick J.
of
the
The Jews adopted a national flag claring war between the U.S. and Moynihan. State Deputy
LADIES' AND G E N T S '
Knights of Columbus In Massachuonly after the world war It consists foreign nations
setts,
who
described
the
forums
In
of a white background with a blue
TAILOR and FURRIER
Massachusetts
es
"doing
.
tremendMexico Is called the storehouse of
horliontal stripe on the upper and
talng CathSUITS MADE TO ORDER
lower edge, and the star or shield of the world because of the fertility of ous amount of good.
its soli and its almost lnexahustible olic and non-Catholic el a to CathDavid In blue fn the center.
Cleaning - Pressing - Repairing
mineral and other natural resources. olic thought and sppllca un of Camolic principles lo OT yday social
661 Smith St., Providence, R. I.
In only one instance thus far has
problems."
the first lady of the land been a RoRoosevelt is called the 32nd presiman Catholic. She was the second dent, although we've had only 31 bewife of John Tyler and was a con- cause Cleveland's terms were not tovert to the faith.
gether: one the 22nd was before Ben
Harrison, the other the 24th was after
iWserredly
Persons employed in the CIT.1 service of the t'.S. are not permitted to
Hydrogen is the lightest substance
RHODE
take an active part in political cam- known to science. Its scientific Gravpaigns.
ity com pa red to a ir is 0.0695: t be
ISLAND'S
heaviest known substance is osmium,
The foliage ot pine trees snd other a rare platinum-like metal with a
LARGEST
coniferous evergreens remains green specific gravity ot 22.5
Department
throughout the winter because the
needles or leaves are
protected
STORE
Dickens named the man who walks
against low temperatures.
with two advertisements, one hang
in fronL the other In back, a "sandCongress has passed and the Presi- wich man".
dents approved five acts formally de— A L A H E A R N 39

Out of the Morgue

A. GILSTEIN
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SPORTS
JUST BETWEEN

Us*
I. S. SIPERSTEIN
FINAL FADE OUT
14.000 frenzied football fans wits-ed King Football make his final
r on New Year's Day in a stirring
lax to the dizziest and daffiest
ton fn the annals of the game.
! elevens participating in the varibowl classics ascended the gridi heights and provided the wild,
bused, and howling spectators with
ttless thrills as the 1936 gridiron
;on faded out in a blaze of glory
I will not soon be forgotten.
> the coast a magnifiicient Pitt
. a more than atoned for its pre- Rose Bowl record as they clawad trampled the Huskies at will
id some of the finest blocking
ball carrying seen on the coast
eason to register a stunning 21-0
over a great Washington team. I
ler how the Huskies felt after
inal whistle? Larry "The Great"
?y starred again as his teammates
: the East triumphed over the
it. 3-0. by virtue of Ken Sandii's field goal in a closely contest;ame.
n the sunny South, a plucky and
ermined band of warriors from
it a Clara displayed an unexpected
I brilliant passing attack to upset
favored Louisiana State eleven.
U. in a thriller.
The fighting
kes ot Duquesne came from be« in the final minutes of play to
x a 13-12 victory over Mississippi
ile on a 55-yard touch down pass
Joyd Baumbraugh. Ail-American
I gin' Sammy" Baugh gave an•r one of his thrilling passing ex. ions as the Texas Christian elev'ii! on a razzle dazzle circus to
a ih to a 16-6 win over Marquette's
' en Avalanche. And. at Havana's
r ardi Bowl. Auburn and Villanova
:> ed to a 7-7 stand-still under a
i. ng sun.
T us. the curtain has dropped on
1. may easily be termed the greati ootball season in the history of
i game.
A season replete with
uls and dizzy football that witnessome great and almost unbeliev• upsets which astounded the en's sports world. Many a moon will
il before you and I will again witH another Bensational season like

STUDENT FIVES Crystal Ball Predictions
FRIAR QUINTET
See
Alarming
Sport
Year
TO OPEN SEASON
FACES LOWELL
Sports Editor Gazes Into
Globe
and
Talks
IN FEBRUARY Through His Hat
ON ROAD TOUR
Four Classes, Guzman
Hall, Friars Club and
Cowl, Represented
Intramural basketball will commence the first week in February
with eight teams making up the
league. The teams are representatives of the four classes, two from
Guzman Hall, the Friars Club, and
the Cowl five. Games will be played
twice a week. It is planued to have
two intramural contests with possibly a third game between one of the
Idle teams and an intramural or fraternity team from the local colleges.
The schedule Is so arranged that
the winners of the first half will play
the winners of the second half for
(he championship in a three game
series The schedule, drawn up by
John J. Rock, is nearing completion
and will be released In next week's
issue of T H E COWL.
Guzman Hall won the championship last year and is favored to repeat. But the race will be much closer
this year since all the teams are
much stronger than last year. The
Juniors and the Friars are also confident of capturing the flag and a red
hot battle Is on tap.
The standing of the teams and results of the games played will be reported in the Cowl every week. It Is
hoped that the attendance at these
games will be greater than that of
former years.

Missent Missile
Misses Mission
Like so many other pieces of
mall, this open letter to Santa
Claus was sent to Santa Clans, Indiana, and thus it reached its intended destination after much delay. Santa Claus. North Pole received It quite late and aTter much
deliberation forwarded it to us
with a request that we publish it
So In compliance with Santa's request we are printing below the
"Open Letter to Santa Claus" from
"The Unholy Three."
Ed.

FT

Catholic Colleges Scintillate
Out oT the twelve teams that panicked in the Bowl Classics four of
t aggregations were representatives
Catholic institutions. They were
. Santa Clara Broncos, the Golden
(a ancbe of Marquette. Duquesne's
Ues. and the Villanova Wildcats,
base elevens made an excellent
towing and when the sun vanished
> M ; I 1 the horizon the results of the
iy revealed two victories, one tie,
il one loss.
The galloping Broncos and the inp.red Dukes accounted for the two
ittories while the Wildcats registerI the tie. The sole setback was sui*red by the Golden Avalanche which
ided before the Horned Frogs or
txas Christian.
These Catholic Colleges established
g enviable record which teams of
be future will shoot at. They should
id can feel entirely satisfied and
Uted with the fine showing which
tis highly commended by the nakin's leading sports scribes.
The
toy. went to town In grand style and
e:urned with the bacon
John "Slip" Barnini
At the start of the court season
Jte "General" stated that he would
M satisfied If he acquired two or
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 2)

December 18. 1936.
An Open Letter to Any Santa
Claus from The COWL Sports Staff.
Dear Santa:
Off In some remote corner ot the
universe, we sit and pen you these
lines hoping you will lend a ready
ear to our urgent plea. "To coin a
phraBe" as E. Riley Hughes would
say, our plea is first.
For ourselves our needs are 11. but
please send Joe McGee eleven good
rootball men and Malcolm Talcum
Brown one Iron hat. the genial "General" just one victory over those Irish
basketeers or C.C.N.Y., the good doctor-oh. kneel-twenly five dollars for
another hockey team. E. Riley Hughes
another Edna. Gene Sullivan two good
puns. John E. Farrell an invitation to
the Rose Bowl next year. John Mahoney one add from Woonsocket, and
George Snowcroft a carton ot cigarettes (Chesterfields).
To complete the list, Dear St, Nick,
please send Jack Egan a few more
pitchers like Lefty Collins and Karl
Sherry, present Avery Brundage with
another mermaid like Eleanor Holm
Jarrett. allow the Brown Bears to
win a rew rootball games next year,
increase Frank Keaney's vocal powers so that he can scream tor sixty
minutes next Fall when the Friars
smother the Rams, give the New Engi
(Continued on Page 6. Col, 3)

By I. S. Slperatein
A new and more prosperous year
has dawned upon us (Aunt Gussle.
Uncle Isiah. you, and you I, So. keeping In step with the country's scrlbsters. your correspondent will gaze
bravely into the ORYSTAL B A L L
and see what we shall see in the line
of predictions for 1937, These predictions are all guaranteed for different
things* In an effort to gain 1.001 new
readers, a very desirable and enticing prize will be given away with
each and every prediction.
I Don My Turban
I gracefully don my trusty turban
and oute mustache. "Ahoola-HoolaYoola-Moola", mutters I. I am slowly
assuming the similarity of Maharajah
Patrick Yonkel Huckayoo. I drink two
glaases of milk I pasteurized I and the
metamorphosis Is completed. 1 am
now the exalted Maharajah Patrick
Yonkel Buckayoo. By a close scrutiny
of my fancy handle (name) you can
readily perceive that I am a high
class mongrel. But still a Hindu.
To show that my palpitating heart
is in the right position, with each
and every stupendous prediction your
over-generous Maharajah is giving
away one powerful stoggie (three for
a nickel) and six ounces of spinach
beside the regular prize. The stoggie
is highly recommended for commiting suicide and the spinach Is excellent food for cats and dogs. You
can easily see what uiagnlflcient bargains are being given to my reading
public. You can't go wrong.
I Imbibe of Orange-Juice
I assimilate a 20-ounce glass of orange juice and I am now ready Tor action. I go into a "Hootcha-Bootcha"
trance. Your peerless peerer is nowpeering. I am seeing things. Yes! No!
Yes! Yes! Yes wins. Shall I reveal
the things I see? No! Yes! No! Yes!
Yes! Yes wins again. This Is known
as E. Rhubarb's yes-no game.
I light a Paddou-Pall cigar (Christinas present l and resume my determined gazing. I see Malcolm Talcum
Brown with a protruding chest prancing around with a new Iron hat. Probably its because John E. Farrell has
received an invitation to the Dust
Bowl. Providence versus the Northwest Dust Storm eleven.
I see i
pitchers like Lefty Collins and Karl Sherry approaching the
Talr campus (attention Mr. Donnelly)
of Providence College. And believing
It from not. The COWL staff is being tended bigger and better banquets, with coffee. Do not push, shove,
or crowd. The line forms on the right.
Each and every man, boy, woman,
girl, or child will be given a sip of
this delicious Invigorating coffee. It
either kills or cures. You too can now
take a daring chance. A l l you have
to do Is partake of this free coffee.
We will be more than pleased—in

tact, II will be considered a privilege
and a pleasure—to take care of all
the funeral arrangements for the
r.iere «um of 50 per cent of your insurance. Opportunity only knocks
once In a lifetime. Snare this astonishing offer while you are still able.
For further information concerning
this alluring ofrer. see your Maharajah.
Max Schmeling

Dartmouth,
Assumption
Also Listed; McClellan
is Optimistic
The Providence College five will
resume Its campaign tomorrow evening with a three-game road tour
which will extend through Thursday.
The locals will open up against Assumption College In Worcester. To
date the Friars have broken even
with victories over Assumption and
Stroudsburg and losses to C. C. N , Y .
and Villanova. After the contest with
Assumption the Friars will meet Dartmouth at Hanover on Wednesday and
Lowell Textile at Lowell on Thursday.

I sip on a refreshing Cockeye Cooler and I am again perceiving things.
Budge and Mako and Budge Co. regain the Davis Cup lor Uncle Sam and
then pawn it. What ungrateful lads.
Well. 1 suppose they had to get back
to the U. S. A. somehow. Here's a
dandy. Max Schmeling. der deutch
pugster (Irish for tighter) will rail—
a mighty tumble—berore James Jay
Braddock who will plant one on the
schmeler's chin within the first three
Providence will be out to make it
rounds. With these two I will toss in
one extra large trap to nab the gon- two In a row when they stack up
against the Assumption quintet on
iffs (managers).
the latter's home court. In their
See Yonkers Winning
Initial clash of the season the Friars
Six puffs on my diminishing cigar gained a 59-26 decision. Despite the
and I see the Yankees winning the score the losers gave the homesters
American League flag in a breeze. A
A good game, especially during the
refreshing breeze. A southerly breeze. first half. But the reserve strength of
In the National League—you guess. the winners was too much for the
I'm tired. It might be the Cards (not visitors and they weakened in the
paly n- cards). It might be the Giants, last half. Will Cyr was the big gun in
maybe the Cubs (tame ones), perhaps Assumption's attack and will probthe Pirates, probably the Daffiness ably again lead his team's attack. The
Boys rroni Brooklyn, or maybe the Assumption team Is out to avenge
Boston Bees. Who knows?—Cornelius their previous defeat and should
Johnson will clear the bar at seven give the visitors some stiff competifeet and various inches with the tion.

facility of a Minsky chorus girl. With
The Friars will journey to Hanover
these predictions six headache pow- on Wednesday to oppose the veteran
ders and six glasses of water (no Dartmouth quintet. The Big Green
charge).
eked out a 54-53 triumph over Providence last year in the final minutes
I Now Drink Eggnogs
of play. Dartmouth is a member of
1 gulped two eggnogs In less than the Eastern Intercollegiate Basketthree shakes of the cat's tail and I ball League having won the title on
see Case Ace of the Milky Way sta- numerous occasions. Their starting
bles owned by Mrs. Mars of the candy lineup is composed of players alt over
Mars winning the Kentucky Derby. six feet tall. They will be led by CapThis Is a red hot tip. Bet your shirt tain Hal Parachini. veteran guard,
on It. It cau't fail. A dark horse will and Bill Thomas, high scoring forcapture the Narragansett
Special. ward, who is the outstanding member
Jesse Owens, with a handicap of 100 ol the Dartmouth team and was
yards will outrun the field to win in named on last year's All-Eastern Inan African gallop. I see Joe Louis de- ercolleglate team. The Friars will he
feated by Maxle Rosenbloom the primed for this important clash with
Broadway runster. This makes Maxie the Indians since a victory will great(Continued on Page 6. Col. 3)
a pedigreed beak buster. Barney Ross
will put uway a sandwich or two and
then whip Jimmy McLaruin to retain
his welterweight title. With these predictions Friar What-Ho will render
the "Blue Danube" waltz in the difficult key or high G.
Now

Malted

Milk

Two malted milks and I perceive
the following gridiron champs. Chicago in the Big Ten. Oregon Stale on
the coast. Sewanee in the Southeast.
Baylor in the Southwest. Missouri in
the Big Six. V. P. I. in the Southern
Conference, and Greeley in the Rocky
Mountains. Brown will surprise the
boys in the East. Take these for what
they are worth, and don't ask questions. Three more purrs and the
CRYSTAL B A L L vanishes. "So do 1"
(new theme song).

Hospitality
in Providence

Whether you are here for a day—
a week or longer, you will enjoy
the genuine New England Hospitality of The Crown Hotel.
200 Modern Guest Rooms
Single $2.00 to 53.50
Double $3.00 to $5.00
The Deep Sea Cocktail Lounge
Coffee Shop — Tap Room
Princess Dining Room
Three New Banquet Rooms
Empire Room — French Room
Colonial Room

UP TO DATE

BARBERING
•
RITZ BARBER SHOP
FIRST CLASS WORK
All Around Work to Please Everybody
PAUL

BARONE

997 Smith Street, Prov., R. I.

H A S K I N ' S , Inc.
DRUG STORE

Supper Dancing
Every Saturday Night

ICE
CREAM
SPECIALISTS

THE

One block down from
the College
895 Smith Street at River
Avenue

Crown Hotel
Providence, R. I.
J. Edward Downes, Mgr.
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Peace Union
to Meet Today

111., and Librarian Thomas F. Sheeban of Brooklyn. N . Y. This unit has
a membership of sixty-five students
who come from many states of the
country.

MOMENTOUS MESSAGE
MISLAID BY MAILS

(Continued from Page S)
land championship to the "Gen." give
Nat Holman some more Jewish boys
for his basketball team because be
hasn't enough of theidj now (oh,
yeah i. and give Friar-Boy of What Ho
(Continued from Page 5)
a new bone to gnaw on.
The general program of activity for three promising players from the
In concluding we were requested to
the International Relations Union for Freshman squad. From here ft looks ask you for more and better banthe remainder of the academic year like the "Gen's'' wishes will be full- quets for The COWL staff, another
Coach McClellan has one of
will be discussed and decided upon filled.
end like Larry Kelley for Ducky
at a meeting of the Union today at the finest prospects of years in John Pond, more wrestlers like Bruiser
Barnini.
high scoring yearling hoop- Casey Moher, and last but not least,
12:20 In the Old Auditorium. It is the
ster. "Slip" can shoot, paBs, dribble, a new sports staff for The COWL or
Intention of the President of the
cut. and handle the ball with the best else a cargo of headache powders for
Union. Michael Donahue, to present
of them. In short, he cau do every- Fathers Clark and Quinn.
the following plans as to bow the
thing required of a good basketball
Union will be divided into three comYour anticipating lads.
player a little better than the average
mittees, each committee acting as a court man, and he seems to Improve
I. S. Siperstein
William Thompson
regional unit in the New England with every game. Barnini is slated to
Albert
Paine.
area to foster the aims of the follow- go places In the basketball sphere
ing International Relations organiza- and should scale the heights within
tions: Catholic Association for Inter- a year or two. We're predicting a FRIARS FACE LOWELL
national Peace, Carnegie Foundation great future for "Slip" who will probIN IMPORTANT GAME
for International Peace, and the For- ably develop Into one of the finest
eign Policy Association.
players ever turned out by "General"
(Continued from Page 5)
ly enhance their claim to the NewPresent at the meeting, as observ- McClellan. Watch him go.
England court title.
ers, will be the following elected offiContrary to popular opinion, there
They will conclude their tour the
cers of the unit of the Catholic Association for International Peace resi- are no laws In the U . S . that specific- following evening when they play
ally
provide
a
greater
penalty
for
asLowell at Lowell In the first game
dent at Guzman H a l l :
President
Thomas Flynn of Gloucester, N . J., saulting a person wearing glasses of a two-game series. The first engagement will be played at ProviSecretary James Erwin of Chicago, than for one not wearing tnem.

Michael Donahue,
President,
to Present Plans for
Future Activities

Just Between Us

dence in February. These teams met \
twice last year with the Friars winning both times by a narrow margin.
35-30 and 38-34 respectively. Lowell
has a veteran aggregation and will
be no pushover. But the homesters
at i confident of making It three
straight over the Textilers.
Coach McClellan has given his
players several new plays In effort
to
! up the offence which has
been rather dull at times. They have
been working on theBe plays during
the past week and have shown a
great deal of improvement. The "General" Is satisfied with the progress
made by his charges In drill sessions
and Is anticipating a successful trip.
The starting lineup will probably have

Carew and Gallagher at the f o r w a r d
Bobinski at the pivot berth. a J
Smith and Capt. Davin In the be]
court.
|

H

:
aberdashery

at
friendliest
K the. L
a b e place in
town

O'DONNELL'S
WASHINGTON

A T EDDY

DINE and D A N C E
AT THE

MINERVA

Costumes for
All Occasions
Hooker-Howe Costume
The Ideal Spot
Company
For College Students
13 EDDY STREET

No Minimum or Cover Charge

46-52 S O U T H MAIN S T R E E T
H A V E R H I L L , MASSACHUSETTS

S*H EBiWOSCO

on a new cruis
carrying more pleasure to more people

At three o'clock that afternoon the
Chesterfields were on their way. Four
days later back came the message:
... Chesterfields are off on a new cruise.
. . . giving smokers what they want

From Wake Island 5000 miles out in
the Pacific Ocean, Pan American Airways
flashed this radio:

"CHESTERFIELDS JUST ARRIVED.
FAST

WORK.
PANAIR

WAKE."

When smokers find out the good
"RUSH

TENTHOUSAND

TODAY'S
[|

n

Copy t < 19}*. LIGGCTT & M i n i Tok*cco Co.

CHINA

CHESTERFIELDS

CLIPPER."

things Chesterfields give them . . .
nothing else will do

